CREWS Related Events at UNFCCC COP 23

**Main CREWS event** - showcase results and present the CREWS Investment Case
French Pavilion event (second week)
By: France/CREWS secretariat

**Two high level events on Climate Resilience and SIDS** – opportunity to present CREWS
- BMZ island resilience event
- GLIPSA, WMO event (second week)

**Other related side events** – opportunity for presentations on CREWS
- Open data to support the global response to climate change
  By: Eumetsat, Copernicus and France/CREWS (first week)
- Building on the Sendai Framework in support of the Paris Agreement implementation and monitoring
  By: UNISDR, WFP, WMO, UNU (second week)
- Practical support for Parties to improve observations through equipment, people and communications
  By: GCOS, WMO

**Generic points** – CREWS secretariat will share result-oriented points for inclusion by partners in their respective statements/interventions.

CREWS will support the participation of 1-2 representatives from project countries and will develop the Investment Case paper for circulation.